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Shoreline Crnaing Smallies 
Smallmouth bass will often cruise along shorelines 
looking for a meal even on the sunniest of days. 
They will use inside weed lines (if there are any) as 
a highway or be on patrol right out in the open. Be 
very quiet We:ar your fishing sunglasses and try to 
position yourself so that you don't cast shadows in 
front of.you. 
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Dillclaimcr 
Adventure Map,i docs not warrant that all the 
information CO'.lllained on this map is correct. 
Shoreline features. roads, access and launching 
sites, water levels etc. can and do change over the 
seasons and year. Exetcise caution when using this 
fishing map. Always be aware. of youx surrounding 
and fish safely. 

Navigation Caution: Thill map should not be 
used as a guide in navigation became it does not 
show au the varioll'J shoats. huards, and other 
perils which might be present in, on or in the 
vicinity of the lake(s). ne water depth lines are 
approximations only. This map should be used 
for fishing purposes only. 

Windy Day Walleye 
Besides diffusing light mys, windy weather also 
stirs up sediment, plankton, aquatic organisms and 
baitfish in weeds or flats. Walleye that were buried 
now move up the water column to feed. Long drifts 
over these areas with spinner rigs can be 
productive. 
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� A Quick and Safe Release 
�- Reel in the fish as quickly as possible. 

If possible keep the fish in water during hook 
removal. 
Use needle nose pliers. Never tear out the hook. 
Avoid contact with fish eye sockets and gills. 
Don't let the fish flop around. Its scales and body 
slime are needed to protect it from disease. 
If the hook is embedded to deeply, cut the line as 
close as pos.gble to the hook and leave it in. 
To revive a fish hold it upright gmtly by the I.ail. 
Move it side to side slowly. Release it when it can 
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Winter Pike Locations: Ar. the start of the i. � 1 . 
fishing season start your search around remain•·;1 1,

• 
weeds in shallow areas. A bay nc/i.• an mflof-•,ni-: 1 creek should top your list fb11 1,1 5' to In' ,;• 
water. By mid season consider deeper \'.al�r /: , 
adjacent to main lake point.,;. rock piles ot shoals ! ! 
Just before ice out, try the tli:�� bo)e,,; n-:..u : · i 
shallow bays where the spa,.n "111 1.>e wkini! 
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This map may not be reproduced by any means, 
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any 
form without written authorization of Adventure 
Maps. 

Late Afternoon Winter Walleye: Walleye will 
often go on a food patrol late in the aftemoon just 
before the sun sets. If you've got a favourite weed 
flat that breaks into deeper water, drill a series of 
holes at various depths bdore the feeding frenzy 
begins. Work each hole for 5 to 10 minutes before 
moving on to the next one. 

Map Symbols 

-10- -----Depth in feet 
W ------ Weeds 
X ------Rocks 
.a. ----- Boat Launch 
SM --- Smallmouth Bass 
W ------ Walleye 
P ----- Northern Pike 
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